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Type of submission: □ Original articles □ Review articles □ Case report □ Brief communication

Check Lists

1. General guideline
   □ Manuscript contained on original manuscript, checklist, and copyright transfer agreement.
   □ Manuscript should be typed in HWP or MS word with a space of 30 mm from each margin and line space of 180%.
   □ Text consisted of cover page, title page, abstract, main text, references, tables and figures in separate page.
   □ Main text consisted of introduction, materials and methods, results and discussion.

2. Title page
   □ Title, name of authors, affiliation was described in English.
   □ In lower area of cover page, the name, address, e-mail, telephone, fax of the corresponding author.

3. Abstract and Keywords
   □ Abstract does not exceed 250 words.
   □ Keywords were described from standard MeSH-Medline terms if possible.

4. Main Text
   □ Nonstandard abbreviations are spelled out on first use.
   □ References in the main text were described according to the "Instruction to Authors".

5. References
   □ References are in correct format.
   □ Abbreviated title of the journals were those from Medline or Korea Med.
   □ All references were written in English.

6. Tables and Figures
   □ The title and legends of tables and figures were written in English.
   □ Photos were in required format.